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Abstract 
The main objective of this bachelor thesis was to gain awareness of accuracy and precision in total 

station measurements. Experiments were designed, executed and analyzed.  

 

The approach to the subject was to examine measurements made with various prism set-ups. Prisms 

are supposed to be directed to the total station with the front face in the line of sight. In the experiment 

the prisms were directed in various angles in order to measure in non-perfect measuring arrangement 

and the behavior of the precision and accuracy were noted.  

 

The mean values and standard uncertainties were calculated from the material as well as RMS Error in 

the cases where reference values could be used as true values. The reference values for comparison 

were available due to the possibility to use a test field – a network of concrete pillars with well-

defined coordinates. 

 

To see whether the precision (the standard uncertainty) changed between a measurement sample made 

with correctly positioned prisms and a measurement sample towards the angled prisms, a statistical 

test method was used. (The test method is recommended in the international standard ISO 17123-1; 

Optics and optical instruments, Field procedures for testing geodetic and surveying instruments, Part 

1: Theory).  

 

The results from the experiments showed that there were larger standard uncertainties in the slope 

distance measurements towards extreme angled prisms than to correctly directed prisms. Surprisingly 

it was also larger standard uncertainty in vertical angle measurements toward correctly directed prisms 

than slightly angled prisms. The mean values of the horizontal angle measurement drifted sideways in 

the measurements made towards one extreme angle to the opposite extreme so that a total shift of 

around one centimeter was detected at short distances as well as up to 100 m distance. 

 

 When aiming in between the separate prisms of 360-degree targets the standard uncertainty were 

larger in horizontal angle measurements at a few occasions where it seemed like the autolock function 

had chosen two different prisms to lock on to, at separate occasions. The standard uncertainties were 

also larger in all vertical angle measurements when aiming in between the prisms.  

 

The results showed clearly that even when the standard uncertainties of the measurements were of 

equal size, the mean values – when measuring in the different test positions – could vary substantially.  
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Sammanfattning 
Huvudsyftet med detta kandidatarbete var att öka medvetenheten angående noggrannhet och precision 

i mätningar utförda av en totalstation. Ett antal experiment planerades, genomfördes och analyserades. 

 

De områden som undersöktes i projektet var hur mätningarna påverkades av olika sätt att vinkla 

prismor mot totalstationen. Det rekommenderas att rikta ett prismas framsida mot totalstationens 

siktlinje. I experimentet vinklades prismorna i olika lägen för att mätningar skulle utföras i icke-

perfekta förhållanden.  

 

Medelvärden och standardosäkerheter beräknades ur mätdatan samt RMSE i de fall där det fanns 

referensvärden att jämföra med. Dessa referensvärden var tillgängliga tack vare möjligheten att få 

utnyttja ett testfält med betongpelare med kända koordinater. 

 

För att utröna om precisionen (standardosäkerheten) ändrades mellan mätningar på korrekt inriktade 

prismor och de mätningar som gjordes mot vinklade prismor, utfördes ett statistiskt test. (Testmetoden 

rekommenderas i den internationella standarden ISO 17123-1, Optics and optical instruments - Field 

procedures for testing geodetic and surveying instruments - Part 1: Theory). 

 

Resultaten av undersökningarna visade att där var större standardosäkerheter i mätningar av den 

lutande längden när prismorna var extremt vinklade än när de var korrekt orienterade. 

Standardosäkerheten var något överraskande också större med korrekt riktade prismor i vertikalvinkel-

mätningarna med autolockfunktionen än om prismorna var något utåtvinklade. Medelvärdena på 

horisontalvinklarna drev sidleds i mätningar gjorda i en extrem vinkelposition till den motsatta 

extremen så att en total förflyttning på runt en centimeter konstaterades på korta avstånd likväl som på 

avstånd upp till 100 m. 

 

Vid inriktning av siktet mot områdena mellan de separata prismorna i 360-gradsmålen så ökade 

standardosäkerheten i horisontalvinkel vid ett par positioner då det verkade som att 

autolockfunktionen valde båda prismorna på var sida, vid olika tillfällen. Standardosäkerheten var 

också större vid samtliga vertikalvinkelmätningar mot områdena mellan prismorna. 

 

Resultaten visade tydligt att även om standardosäkerheterna i mätningarna var i samma storleks-

ordning så kunde medelvärdena av mätstorheten mellan de olika testpositionerna variera substantiellt. 
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Chapter 1 - Introduction 
"

1.1 Background 
In surveying, there are many different disciplines that use geodetic instruments to determine the 

whereabouts of points of interest. Disciplines such as map production, cadastral surveying, measuring 

and stakeouts on building sites, machine control and flooding risk analysis (Lantmäteriet 2014; MSB 

2014) are examples among others. Common instruments used for this are e.g. total stations (TSs), 

levels, GNSS recievers and laser scanners (Trimble 2014; Leica 2014). The coordinates are presented 

in some coordinate system – global, local or where the points only relate internally. The measured 

objects vary widely, such as determining the locations of lampposts and lake shores, establishing 

boundaries between neighboring landowners, telling the elevation and slopes of the earths' surface to 

estimate water flows and rainwater catchment areas or the monitoring of constructions etc. In each 

endeavor of determining coordinates, there is the need for certain accuracy – precise or coarse. The 

limits of tolerance, concerning the accuracy, in the imminent task differ between projects – depending 

on the motives. But no matter what the final objective is, there is always a limit of tolerance. 

 

Some positioning tasks (e.g. addressmatching, land cover analysis, non-professional GIS applications 

etc.) are not concerned of accuracy better than within several meters of a specific point and could be 

determined with coarse methods such as absolute satellite positioning by reading the code on a 

handheld, single frequency GNSS receiver (available to anyone with a smart phone). Other tasks quest 

for higher levels of accuracy and requires geodetic instruments of high precision. The gradients of 

sewer pipes to make the water run in the right direction in vast systems or the placement of new 

buildings in densely built-up areas with strict building permits are some examples. Development of 

more advanced GNSS receivers and permanent reference stations has improved satellite point 

positioning immensely since the 1980's (Lantmäteriet 2014) but there are limits to, not only the 

satellite signal availability, but to accuracy and precision – why the TS is a natural choice in many 

applications. 

 

Surveying tasks with extremely high demands of accurate point positioning with sub-millimetric 

precision could include deformation monitoring and precision alignment of pre-fabricated structures. 

The last two mentioned applications of geodetic surveying are more thoroughly explained below to 

exemplify the need of very high accuracy measurements by robotic TS. 
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Deformation Monitoring 

The results of deformation monitoring could be of great economical and vital importance. In geodetic 

monitoring of deformation, the stability and integrity of objects are measured and analyzed. Such 

objects could be surfaces in tunnels, water containments (locks, dams), aboveground oil drums etc. An 

example of the monitoring of a historical artifact will also be mentioned below. 

 

The first step in deformation monitoring is to determine displacement of selected points on an object 

as well as presenting a displacement field to visualise where on the object the deformation takes place 

(Talich 2008). This part is what geodesists concern themselves with and where the TS is the preferred 

instrument for the measurements. The second step of deformation monitoring is the analysis of the 

displacements and their consequences on the mechanical stability of the monitored object. 

 

In the geodetic monitoring of deformations, several selected points are measured repeatedly during a 

building process or at certain time intervals during the object's lifetime. These selected points are 

expected not to move beyond the material specific capacities of certain limits – even though there 

might be blasts or excavations made in the near surroundings or seasonal changes in water levels 

creates large fluctuation of force on to the wall of a dam. The expected stress and strain to an object 

and the knowledge of the objects material-specific strength properties (tendencies to shear, bend and 

bulk, the elasticity and the limits for unrecoverable strain etc.) will contribute to determine the limits 

for allowable movements. An unwanted movement is a sign that a deformation occured and there has 

to be actions taken such as reinforcement of the foundation or support to aging structures. A stop in 

building activities or the lowering of a reservoir water level in a dam might be a costly disturbance in 

the planned work. On the other hand, not stopping the building activities or not easing the pressure on 

a dam wall when a certain deformation limit is reached could have economical or fatal consequences.  

 

A number of papers on deformation monitoring and the models used to predict natural movements and 

detection of anomalies can be found e.g. in the proceedings from the FIG (Fédération Internationale 

des Géomètres n.d.) conferences. For example Henriques et al. (2013) present how to make what they 

call simple statistical/empirical models based on regression methods. The model takes into account the 

loads on the structure (annual and daily periodic changes), the effect of temperature and also the time 

effects such as creep and swelling of the concrete and compactations and movements of the 

foundation. The paper concludes with graphs of comparison between the predictions of the model and 

the measurements made on two dams and a roof structure of a pavilion.  

 

Ehigiator-Irigue et al. (2013) give an overview of different type of deformation models. Static models 

that only present the displacement of selected point while kinematic models present the movements as 

function of time and can give valuable information about acceleration of deformation. The paper 



 ?"

presents the result of monitoring an above ground circular oil storage tank as velocity of deformation 

in millimeter per year.  

 

In Stockholm, Assoc. Prof. Milan Horemuz is leading an ongoing project to monitor the historical 

Vasa ship that sunk in 1628 and since 1961 is kept out of the water in the Vasa museum available to 

the public. Twice annual position measurements show that there are deformations in the hull 

(Vasamuseet, 2014). Insight to the need of better support has been achieved partly due to the 

monitoring. 

 

Deformation monitoring is an important field within geodetic surveying and the importance of 

trustworthy measurements with small deviations are of highest priority. Whether or not a measured 

displacement is a true displacement or within a natural stochastic deviation of the measurement itself 

needs to be taken into consideration when making a decision to, for example, halt a building process. 

 

Precision Alignment 

Another example that paints the picture of how important it is to gain sub-millimeter precision in the 

geodetic surveying measurements is the procedure of installation, control and periodic realignment of 

the particle accelerators at ESRF and CERN amongst others. All accelerators require precise 

alignment to operate correctly (Martin 2010). For example the discovery of the widely famous Higgs 

boson at the particle detectors ATLAS and CMS at the particle collider LHC at CERN in 2012 would 

not have been possible without the perfect alignment of the accelerators. David Martin, head of the 

ESRF Alignment and Geodesy Group explains about CERN that the "[s]tandard measurement 

precision is millimetric to sub-millimetric over distances ranging between several hundred meters up 

to nearly 30 km" (Martin 2010, s.14). The whole idea about a particle accelerator is to accelerate 

particles through a tunnel, linear or circular, steered using electromagnets or charged plates that 

attracts and repels the particles to accelerate to near speed of light, for various scientific purposes. The 

electromagnetic axes must line up within a certain tolerance to prevent deviations of the particle orbit 

otherwise the experiment would fail. When installing 1232 cryogenic dipole magnets, each 15 m long, 

1 m in diameter slightly arced cylinders into the LHC tunnel a total acceptance tolerance was stated 

beforehand to 0.47 mm at 3  (i.e. 99.7 % confidence interval). The position of the dipole magnets is 

known to better that 0.16 mm at 1  level. High precision robotic TSs and laser tracker instruments 

were used in the assembly and continue to be used during the ongoing realignment activity. 

 

 

 

! 

"

! 

"
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When a measurement is being made with a TS, there are three measurands – slope distance (SD), 

horizontal angle (HA) and vertical angle (VA) – that are presented as values together with an a priori 

standard uncertainty assured by the manufacturer. The manufacturer explains that the handling of the 

accessories to a measurement (autolock, prisms, optical plumb, leveling etc.) are to be done with care 

to achieve the smallest possible errors and to get results that are within the required uncertainty levels 

(Trimble 2010). Even though the manufacturers' advice should be implemented, it might be of interest 

to explore the change in the precision and/or accuracy during "stress tests" of various measurement 

set-ups. The knowledge of the resulting effects could be insightful to anyone that knows within what 

accuracy and precision demands any specific project might have. 

 

The importance of knowing the limitations of the measuring system is the very basis of being able to 

produce a reliable result with correctly estimated uncertainty – so that the presented measurements 

will meet the tolerance demands of the task at hand. The measuring system does not only consist of an 

advanced measuring device such as a robotic TS but also of the reflecting tapes or prisms and the 

ability to center them correctly, levelled, at or above the point to be measured, knowing the height of 

them and to be certain that the path of the emitted laser beam takes the expected route so that it agrees 

with the prism constant. These concerns do not only apply to the extreme need of accuracy in the 

above-explained disciplines but also in normal surveying measurements and stakeouts. Especially 

when considering the propagation of uncertainties. To know the precision and the accuracy of the 

measuring system is important at any level of tolerance. 

 

1.2 Project Aim  
The general intention of this project is to achieve greater understanding of how certain usage of a TS 

and its accessories may, or may not, influence the accuracy and/or precision of TS measurements.  

 

1.3 Problem Statement 
The possible contributing factors to the accuracy and precision of the measurement that will be 

explored in this thesis are:  

• The performance of the autolock function during angling of the circular prisms and if there 

might be any distance dependency of the deviations. 

• The performance of the autolock function when the separate prisms of so called 360-degree 

prisms is not exactly oriented towards the instrument.  

 



 @"

1.4 Research Objectives 
The main objective of this project is to verify (or determine) the precision and accuracy of automatic 

TS measurements (autolock) in the various situations as explained above and to determine if the 

standard uncertainty of measurements in non-perfect measurement set-ups is larger or equal to the 

standard uncertainty of correctly made measurements. 

 

The goal is to: 

• determine if the standard uncertainty or the RMSE in measurements toward the angled 

circular prisms is equal or not equal than to correctly oriented circular prisms 

• determine if the standard uncertainty or the RMSE in measurements toward the angled 

circular prisms is equal or not equal when measuring at the distances 25, 50, 75 and 100 

meters 

• determine if the standard uncertainty or the RMSE in measurements toward the non-perfectly 

oriented 360-degree prisms is equal or not equal than to correctly oriented 360-degree prisms 

 

1.5 Delimitations of the project 
The original idea for the project was to use two TS from the manufacturer Leica and Trimble that were 

available for student projects at the Division of Geodesy and Geoinformatics at the Royal Institute of 

Technology (KTH). However, the time frame and the number of experiments that were planned 

delimited the instrument of investigation to the Trimble S8 only. It was also planned to investigate two 

centering issues. The first issue was to examine the uncertainty of TS measurements toward a prism 

mounted on a pole – centered above a marked point with bulls-eye level. The second centering issue 

was to examine TS measurements when the TS was centered over a marked point with the help of the 

optical plummet. These experiments were executed at the test field but the extent of the data analysis 

for the selected prism-tests were exceeding the time frame and the centering tests had to be 

abandoned.  
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Chapter 2 - Literature Review 
The literature review has been divided into three separate sections. The first part (exemplified in 

chapter 2.1) has been to look into examples of what others have investigated when it comes to the 

testing of accuracy and precision of TSs, their approach and their results. The second part (chapter 2.2) 

will quickly cover some basic selected surveying terminology. The third part (covered in chapter 2.3) 

has been about capture the statistical point of view of how measurements can be explained as 

stochastic variables and how to present the spread of values as uncertainty.  

 

2.1 Other Accuracy and Precision Tests of Total Station Measurements 
Other investigations made on the subject of accuracy and precision in measurements made under 

normal (or stretching the normal) usage of TS could be exemplified in the following two examples. 

There has been no evaluation of the following reports; they are merely examples of other issues that 

could be of interest on the subject of TS measurements.  

 

2.1.1 Direct Reflection (Reflectorless) Measurements on Different Colored Targets 

The distance measurements made by a TS could be made by reflecting electromagnetic waves on a 

prism or on other surfaces. When prisms are not used it is called to measure in Direct Refection mode 

- DR. When measuring in DR mode the surfaces of reflection could be of various kinds of material, 

structure and color. In a test report (Mazalova et al. 2009) the authors has executed an experiment in 

the DR mode of three different TSs to investigate if the accuracy and precision were altered when 

using seven different colored targets (white, black, grey, red, green, yellow and silver foil). 

 

Their conclusion was that black targets could be difficult to get readings on, the white targets met the 

expectations from the manufacturers' declaration of accuracy, and the other targets reflectance did not 

significantly influence the results. 

 

2.1.2 Obstructions and Automatic Target Recognition 

The Bachelor Thesis an investigation into the accuracy and limitations of automatic target recognition 

in total stations (Weyman-Jones 2010) brings up the issue of obstructions in the line of sight between 

the TS and the prism target. The term Automatic Target Recognition (ATR) is the term that the 

manufacturer Leica uses and is the same function that is called Autolock in this paper, which is the 

term that the manufacturer Trimble uses. The author investigates measurements made by three TSs 

(Leica TCRP1203+, Trimble S6 and Topcon GTS-900A) through different type of obstructions such 
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as construction site fence shade cloth, vegetation simulations, partly covered prisms as well as wet and 

dusty telescopic lenses. 

The conclusion was that when the measurements were performed with the test obstructions placed at 

different distances from the TS in the line of sight, the obstruction made of vegetation caused larged 

randomized errors. When the obstructions were placed in close proximity to the TS there were more 

sever effects on the precision than if the obstructions were placed further away, by all the different 

obstructions tested. Especially the obstruction made of glass caused very large angular errors when it 

was placed close to the TS. 

 

2.2 Surveying Basics 
Determining the planar coordinates of a point while having some information of other points, 

distances, angles and northing direction is a basic exercise in using trigonometric functions. At least in 

short distances, where the curvature of the geoid is not to be concerned. Point determining functions 

can be looked up in handbooks (Lantmäteriverket 1996) if the derivations of the formulas are lengthy. 

Easiest and most commonly used method, when knowing the coordinate and the north direction of the 

point at the TS set up, is the polar method:  

 

 

where N is the northing component and E the easting, the indices p is for point and TS for total station, 

  (phi) is the bearing - the horizontal angle between the north direction and the direction towards the 

point of interest, in clockwise direction, with the TS located at the vertex of the angle. (The bearing is 

usually derived with the help of another point - a back object - with known coordinates). HD is an 

abbreviation for Horizontal Distance, which is calculated as: 

 
 

 

where SD is Slope Distance and VA is Vertical Angle from zenith, down to the line of sight.  

 

2.2.1 Measurands 

The TS measures three quantities - Horizontal Angle (HA), Vertical Angles (VA) and Slope Distance 

(SD). 

 

! 

N p = NTS +HD " cos(# ) (1)
Ep = ETS +HD "sin(# ) (2)

! 

"

! 

HD = SD "sin(VA) (3)
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HA 

The TS can read an angle from an arbitrary zero direction in the horizontal plane. To achieve a 

horizontal angle, the instrument needs to be placed in a levelled position according to the local 

experience of the gravity field. This is achieved with a bulls-eye spirit level on the tribrach and finely 

adjusted with an electronic level incorporated in the TS. Within certain limits of difference away from 

perfect leveling (e.g. 

! 

±  0.11 gon for the Trimble S8), the software of the TS can compensate and 

calculate correct HAs (Trimble 2010). Since the HA is an arbitrary angle there has to be either 

measurements towards two objects if the angle between them is the angle of interest, or the bearing 

has to be known for the TS (i.e. the bearing (

! 

" ) in the section above is an adjusted HA so that the zero 

direction of the TS coincides with the northing direction). However, finding the orientation angle 

! 

o of 

the TS (the angle from the zero direction of the TS clockwise to the North direction) makes the 

measurement of an HA only concerned with just one uncertainty in that measurement. (If calculating 

an angle between two measured HA there will be a linear combination of two stochastic variables). 

The orientation angle of the TS – placed on one of the pillars at the test field used in this project – will 

be calculated as the mean (

! 

o ) of all the orientation angles (

! 

oi ): 

 

! 

oi = HA C i "#TS,i (4) . 

 

The reference orientations (

! 

" ) between the pillar where the TS is placed and the other pillars at the 

test site can be calculated out of the known coordinates and the mean HA is taken from measurements 

in the correct prism positions. 

 

VA 

The VA measured by the TS is the angle from zenith (up direction) and the line of sight. 

 

SD 

The SD is the distance from a point inside the TS (vertically above the point of the TS set up) to the 

geometric center of the prism (vertically above the point of interest if leveled) (Nindl & Mao 2009). 

The interesting distance is usually the HD when calculating a new coordinate. For that, equation (3) is 

used. 

 

2.2.2 Collimation Error Adjustment for Angles 

The TS is a precision instrument that requires all principal axes to be parallel or perpendicular to each 

other. If any of the axes are out of perfect arrangement it will produce an error in the angle 
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measurement. If the sighting axis (collimation axis) is deviating from its required position at right 

angled to the trunnion axis it will produce a sideway collimation error (Trimble 2010). If the scale of 

VAs is not exactly zero at zenith it will produce a vertical collimation error (Lantmäteriet et al. 2011). 

Taking the mean value of measurements made in two faces can eliminate the collimation errors. As an 

example, in a sample of thirty measurements of a measurand – thirty face 1 measurements and thirty 

face 2 measurements – the mean value of face 1 will be compared with the mean value of face 2 and 

the collimation error will be determined and adjusted for as mean value of the two faces.  

 

2.2.3 Units 

The units used for angles differ between countries and disciplines. Circle representations are known as 

360˚, 2  radians or as in the Swedish surveying tradition: 400 gon (Mätningskungörelse SFS 

1974:339). Smaller angles could be mentioned as arc minutes (1' = 1˚/60) and arc seconds (1'' = 

1˚/3600) or as 1c (1c = 1/100 gon), 1cc (1cc = 1/10'000 gon) and as milligon (1mgon = 10cc = 1/1000 

gon = 0.001gon). Certificate from the manufacturer of the TS used in this project states the 

uncertainties in the unit of arc seconds and mgon. The unit of gon and mgon will be used in this 

project. 

 

Distance will be stated in meter or millimeter. The uncertainty of distance measurement is given by 

the constant a and the scale b (Shih 2013). The standard deviation is presented as   

 

! 

" = ±(a + b ppm) (5)
or

" = ±(a + b #10$6D) (6)

 

 

where D is distance in millimeter and  is the statistical standard deviation (see Chapter 2.3.2 for the 

terms standard deviation and standard uncertainty). The term ppm - parts per million - that is used as a 

distance dependent addition to the uncertainty could be read as millimeter per kilometer. 

 

2.3 Measurements as Stochastic Variables 
Each time a measurand is measured, whether it is a length of a rod, weight of a stone or any other 

physical quantity, the measurement itself will always have a certain immanent amount of uncertainty. 

Besides the accuracy and the systematic errors of a faulty produced measuring device or a systematic 

error in the measuring process (Bell 2001) the reasons for the spread of the values determined by 

many repeated measurements could be hard to find. It could be skill and patience of the surveyor, the 

material of the measuring device (how it expands, shrinks or bends with temperature and handling) 

how well defined the measuring scale is and so on. This uncontrolled variation can be considered as 

! 

"

! 

"
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the outcome of random (stochastic) variables (Blom et al. 2011). The actual, true value will never be 

measured. No matter if there is an instrument that assures to measure a distance within the diameter of 

an atom, there is still the fact that the absolute truth will escape the observer. This is why the declaring 

of a value of a measurand should always be stated together with the quality limits of the measurement 

(JCGM 2008). The Joint Committee for Guides in Metrology's (JCGM's) publication Guide to the 

Expression of Uncertainty in Measurement (GUM) is a valuable guide worth mention, on how to 

present measured values in a correct manner. 

"

2.3.1 Expected Value of a Measurement 

+EF"arithmetic mean value of a series (sample) of measurements is the best estimation of the value 

that would be expected as the mean value if there where an infinite number of measurement readings. 

This theoretical value is also thought of to be the "true" value, even if the terminology should be 

restrictive according to the GUM. It is said that the true values are by nature indeterminate (JCMG 

2008). In statistics the most probable value is called the expected value, which can be estimated as: 

 

! 

x = x1 + ...+ xn

n
(7) "

"

where  is the arithmetic mean value (the best possible estimation of the expected value), 

! 

xi (i = 1,...,n)  are the separate readings made in a sample of measurements of the same measurand and 

 is the number of readings in that sample. 

"

2.3.2 Uncertainty of Measurement 

The spread of the measurements in a sample is quantified as +/- the experimental standard deviation or 

the standard uncertainty around the mean value of the measurement readings. The true standard 

uncertainty around the true value could be thought of as an experimental standard uncertainty that is 

calculated from an infinite number of measurements. An estimation of this true standard uncertainty is 

achieved by using a smaller sample of measurements. The estimation is calculated as: 

 
 

! 

u(x) =
1

n "1
(x " x1)

2 + ...+ (x " xn )
2( ) (8)  

 

where  is the standard uncertainty of the measurement 

! 

xi  and  as above."

"

! 

x 

! 

n

! 

u(x)

! 

n
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The terms standard deviation and standard uncertainty is often interchanged but the JCMG 

recommends the latter in the GUM. 

 

As an example, in this project, a circular prism is placed on one of the pillars and it is directed with its 

front face in one of the test-positions (see Chapter 3.3.1, Test A); one of the measurands, e.g. the slope 

distance, is measured 60 times. The mean value is the best estimation of the true value (except 

systematic errors) and the experimental standard uncertainty will be a quantity that explains how the 

individual readings deviate from the mean value. (About accuracy of the true value, see Chapter 2.3.4 

about RMSE). ""

 

2.3.3 Coverage Factor 

If the measurements are considered to be outcomes of stochastic variables that are distributed 

according to some distribution, an interval of one standard uncertainty above and one standard 

uncertainty below the expected value will cover a certain portion of the measurements. For example, 

in normally distributed measurements, the coverage is about 68% (Blom et al, 2011).  That is, 68% of 

the measurements will fall in the interval +/- one standard uncertainty away from the mean value. If a 

higher level of confidence is desired to "meet the needs of some industrial and commercial 

applications, as well as the requirements in the areas of health and safety" (JCMG, 2008) the payment 

will be in a larger uncertainty. For normally distributed measurements a 95% confidence level 

demands an enlargement of the uncertainty by a factor of 1.96. However, in measuring disciplines 

according to the GUM, this numerical factor is often chosen to be 2 as sufficient approximations for 

the confidence level 95% and 3 for the confidence level 99.7%. 

 

Nevertheless, in this project the measure used for uncertainty will be the standard uncertainty, without 

any coverage factor except in the resulting graphs in Chapter 4 and the appendicies. Two standard 

uncertainties will there create bands of uncertainties to visualize within what spread the measurements 

lie. 

 

2.3.4 RMSE - a Quantification of Accuracy 

Even though the International standard ISO 17123-1 Optics and optical instruments - Field 

procedures for testing geodetic and surveying instruments - Part 1: Theory (2010) explains that the 

term "accuracy" is a qualitative concept and cannot be expressed in a numerical value, there is still a 

need to see, not only how well the TS measures from one measurement to the next, but how close to 

the true value of the target it measures. A commonly used quantity (closely related to the accepted 

standard uncertainty) is the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) 
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! 

xRMSE =
1
n
(xtrue " x1)

2 + ...+ (xtrue " xn )
2( ) (9) . 

 

Instead of using the mean value of the measurements as the center around which the measurements are 

spread, RMSE uses a "true value" and the spread around that. (Since RMSE is not a statistical measure 

in the stochastic sense, it does not need to consider being unbiased and therefore there is no need for 

the (n-1) in the denominator).  Lantmäteriet has very accurate coordinates of their pillars at the test site 

and these are accurate enough to be considered as true values in this project. 

 

2.3.5 A Priori 

The manufacturer executes testing procedures of their products and when handing over a final product 

to the customers (the surveyors) it comes with a certificate of expected accuracy and precision. 

Trimble S8 TS used in this project came with following specifications (4!GHIF";): 

 

"
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It might seem confusing that the term "accuracy" is used in the certificate at the same time as the 

numerical value is considered to be the standard deviation. In this project however, the terminology 
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will be standard uncertainty (= standard deviation) as a measure of precision and the Root Mean 

Square Error (RMSE) as a numerical quantification of the accuracy.  

 

 

2.3.6 Standards 

ISO standards 17123 (all parts) are international standards under the general title Optics and optical 

instruments - Field procedures for testing geodetic and surveying instruments. These standards are 

largely derived from the Deustches Institute Fur Normung (DIN) 18723 norms parts 1 through 8 

(Martin & Gatta 2006) which is what is mentioned in the certificate from the manufacturer (4!GHIF"

;). The standards specify the procedures on how to verify the suitability of a particular surveying 

instrument for the immediate task (ISO 2010). The statistical tests used in this project follow ISO 

17123-1. 
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Chapter 3 - Methods  
This chapter will start with an introduction to the instrument and the instrument accessories that are 

subjects for investigation (Chapter 3.1). Then follows the mentioning about the planning of the 

experiment (Chapter 3.2) and how the execution of the experiment (Chapter 3.3) was performed. The 

part about the data analysis (Chapter 3.4) will end this chapter. 

 

3.1 Total Station, Prisms and Other Accessories 
The choice of instruments and asseccories was due to the availability to student projects and the 

delimitation to them was due to the time frame of the project. The instruments and acessories are also 

very commonly used and it seemed relevant to examine their ability in the different test set-ups (see 

Chapter 3.3). The manuals and white books distributed by the manufacturers were the main sources to 

gain necessary understanding of the instrument and prisms.  

 

3.1.1 Total Station (TS) 

A TS is a combination of a theodolite and an Electronic Distance Meter (EDM) (Lantmäteriet et al. 

2011). A theodolite measures angles internally by the reading of two circular scales. The vertical 

circular scale gives the tilting angle from zenith down to the line of sight and the horizontal circular 

scale gives the sideways rotational angle from a zero direction to the line of sight. The EDM measures 

distances using laser pulses that reflect from an object - a prism or other surface. When not using a 

prism this method is called direct reflection - DR. In this project there are only measurements towards 

prisms. Prism constant, air temperature and air pressure needs to be considered to get accurate results 

of the EDM. 

"
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The TS S8 from the manufacturer Trimble (4!GHIF"9) is an advanced, modern robotic total station 

(Trimble 2014). The robotic servo makes it possible to turn the TS frictionless and endless – 

horizontally and vertically – and it can be manually controlled from the control unit (CU) with a 

joystick function. It makes it possible for just one person to handle stakeouts since the surveyor can 

handle the aiming of the TS from the CU while handling the prism at the same time (Trimble 2010). 

 

3.1.2 Autolock 

The Autolock technology controls the robotic servo of the TS and aims the instrument correctly 

towards the target. It can track the target if it moves. There are two separate optical axes, one for the 

tracker and one for the telescope with their separate collimation errors and corrections for them. 

Looking through the eypiece, this makes it look like the cross hair is out of place from the perfect 

alignment when using autolock, but is normal as it is the tracker axis that is aligned and the 

corresponding corrections will be used (Trimble 2010). 

 

3.1.3 Circular Prisms 

The circular prism examined in the project was the copper coated GPR1 prism from the manufacturer 

Leica (Wild). Two prisms were cracked in the mirrors (prism number 3 and 4) but were still used for 

educational purposes (4!GHIF"?).  

 

"
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The prisms were numbered with the corresponding pillar number that they were to be placed upon at 

the test field. Prism 6 got to be excluded when rearranging the experiment due to unavailability of 

pillar 1 (see Chapter 3.3). The prism was mounted on an insert piece with a stub that fits Leica 

products and the insert piece was placed in a tribrach (4!GHIF"<).  

 

 
!"#$%&'B)'C&"34'DEF(G'<14H>4%>'3"%3$-4%';%"<+';-43&>'9H'4H'"H<&%1';"&3&'="1:'<1$,'"H'1:&'1%",%43:5'
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3.1.4 Two Different Types of 360-degree Prisms 
360-degree targets are widely used to "allow a higher level of convenience for the operator at the pole 

by avoiding the need to constantly align the prism to the instrument" (Nindl & Mao 2009). Two 

different types of 360-degree prisms where investigated in this project. The first was the GRZ122 

(4!GHIF"@) prism manufactured by Leica. This prism consists of 6 triple-prism-glass bodies, tightly 

assembled. In this project, an investigation was made to examine any change in precision or accuracy 

between aligning the front face triangles of the prisms towards the TS and if the corners between the 

fronts were directed towards the TS while measuring with Autolock (ATR).  
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The second type of 360-degree prism investigated was the Trimble 360-degree target (4!GHIF"A). This 

prism consists of 7 small circular prisms assembled in a circle around the standing axis. Between each 

small circular prism there is an area of a black plastic seam. The investigation was to examine any 

change in precision between aligning the small circular prisms towards the TS and aligning the seams 

in between the circular prisms towards the TS while measuring with Autolock (ATR). 
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3.1.5 Prism Constants 

The laser signal beam emitted from the EDM of the TS travels through the air and reaches the front 

face of the prism. It continues the path between the mirrors inside the glass reflector before it returns 

in a direction parallel, but not necessarily coinciding, to the emitted signal path. When arriving back at 

the signal generator, the distance is calculated as a function of the speed of light (in air) and the time 

of travel. The measured slope distance needs to be adjusted for the extra path inside the prism. This 

adjustment is the same number as the prism constant. When measuring with a Leica TS, the prism 

constant for the circular Leica GPR1 is set to +0 mm. However, that is only for the Leica-to-Leica 
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system of instrument and prism. When measuring with other manufacturers TS, the prism constant for 

the GPR1 prisms is  mm (Nindl & Mao 2009). For the Leica 360-degree prism, a Leica TS 

would add a constant of  mm. The assumption was that for a Trimble TS there would need to be 

a  prism constant. This was to be evaluated by measuring with +0 mm prism 

constant and in the post process adjust it. The Trimble 360-degree prism has a +2.0 mm prism constant 

for the Trimble TS. It was entered in the control unit before measuring. 

 

3.2 Planning of the Experiment 
According to the problem statement (Chapter 1.3) the precision and accuracy were to be examined in 

the following situations: 

• Autolock on angled circular prisms (Test A and Test D) 

• No Autolock on circular prisms (Test B) 

• Autolock on 360-degree prisms (Test C) 

 

An essential part of the planning of the experiment was to try out the different tests so that time could 

be estimated properly. This was important since the roof of Lantmäteriet was available for 

measurements only between 07:00 and 16:00 and it was essential to get as many readings as possible 

during three days of visit. The planning and rehearsal of the measurements gave the opportunity to get 

properly acquainted with the instrument and the accessories to minimize time spill during the 

execution. There were also the planning and execution of two centering tests that at the time for the 

data analysis were abandoned due to time constraints. 

 

3.3 Executing the Experiment 
The short distance tests were performed during three days (5th, 6th and 7th of May, 2014) at the test 

field on the roof of Lantmäteriet in Gävle, Sweden. The distance dependency test was performed 11th 

of May 2014 at a green park area in the campus of The Royal Institute of Technology (KTH). The 

weather conditions were between 2-8 C˚ and winds of 4 m/s all days and gusts of up to 10 m/s in the 

afternoons in Gävle. 5th and 6th of May were sunny and 7th and 11th of May had light drizzle. The 

pressure and temperature were entered as part of the TS set up. 

 

The test field is located at the top of the roof on the building of the headquarters of Lantmäteriets in 

Gävle. It was established in 20071 primarily for testing and calibration of the GNSS antennas used in 

SWEPOS (Swedish network of permanent GNSS stations). When control measurements have been 

done of the coordinates the standard uncertainty was 0.5 mm in the plane and 0.2 mm in height (at 

""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
;"Norin Dan, Lantmäteriet. Conversation and email 5-7 May 2014"

! 

"34.4

! 

+23.1

! 

"34.4 + 23.1= "11.3
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68%). The coordinates are defined at the top of the insert pieces placed in the tribrachs, in SWEREF99 

reference system. One can also use the test site for the purpose of eliminate systematic errors from the 

TS measurements made in this project, at least if the systematic errors are larger than the 

establishment uncertainties. There were seven pillars in question on the roof numbered 1 to 7 but pillar 

number 1 was not available for this project since another antenna-test project was using it. 

 

The first day of executing the experiments, the TS was set up on pillar number 6 to investigate the 

circular standard prisms. The first experiment (Test A) was performed without mishaps. At the end of 

the first day at the end of the second experiment (Test B), the limits for the incorporated level 

compensator in the TS were exceeded. The tribrachs at the pillars were not to be moved since the test 

site is calibrated as it is but since the horizontal levelling was not good enough for the software 

compensator (see Chapter 2.2.1) the experiment had to be shortened. The next day the planned 

experiment needed to be rearranged to place the TS on pillar 4 instead. The experiment to investigate 

the 360-degree prism was therefore performed from pillar number 4. One more mishap occurred 

during Test C and is explained below. Otherwise the experiments were executed according to the plan. 

 

The coordinates in geocentric Cartesian coordinate system (X, Y, Z) were provided by Lantmäteriet 

and were transformed into planar coordinates in SWEREF99 17 15 to provide a definition of zenith 

and horizon. Finally the coordinates were transformed so that the origin was moved to the position of 

pillar 1 (+JKLF";) to make it more convenient. 

 
*4,-&'()'099%>"H41&<'"H'-934-':9%"P9H14-'<Q<1&+'="1:'9%"#"H'"H';"--4%'(5'

Pillar Planar North [m] Planar East [m] Planar Height [m] 
GAVT.1               0.00000 0.00000 0.00000"
GAVT.2               -1.45165 3.13970 0.00017 
GAVT.3                   -6.99259" 5.95968" 0.00102"
GAVT.4               -7.98958" 4.05285" 0.00103"
GAVT.5               -9.40146" 7.17504" 0.00008"
GAVT.6               -10.39508" 5.27171" 0.00233"
GAVT.7               -11.80746" 8.40883" 0.00004"
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An overview of the test site pillar distribution can be seen in 4!GHIF"B, were the coordinates have the 

origin at pillar 1. To be able to compare the measured values from the different tests with the "true" 

values, there were reference values calculated from the given coordinates. Since the TS was placed on 

pillar 6 in Test A and B and on pillar 4 in Test C, there were two sets of reference values for SD, 

Bearing (HA) and VA (+JKLF"9).  

 
*4,-&'6)'F&2&%&H3&'84-$&<'92'.SG'T&4%"H#'4H>'UV'2%9+'1:&'*.'<&1'$;';"--4%<'@'4H>'B'

 Reference SD [m] Reference Bearing [gon] Reference VA [gon] 
To From pillar 4 From pillar 6 From pillar 4 From pillar 6 From pillar 4 From pillar 6 
GAVT.4 0 2.69667 - 370.14310 - 100.0306899 
GAVT.2 6.60139 9.19404 ?D;M;A@@:" 385.10178 100.0082936 100.0149564 
GAVT.3 2.15174 3.47134 ADM??::D" 12.70096 100.0002959 99.93856347 
GAVT.5 3.42659 2.14708 ;9BM:?A@9" 69.37056 100.0176499 100.0667136 
GAVT.7 5.79230 3.44040 ;<@MC;@:@" 126.93112 100.0108809 100.0423747 
GAVT.6 2.69667 0 ;B:M;<?;:" - 99.96931014 - 

 

The part of the experiment that was designed to investigate if the spread of the measurements, possibly 

altered by the angled positions of the prisms, had any distance dependency - was performed at KTH. 

This part needed a test site with further distance than what was offered at Lantmäteriets test site in 

Gävle. In a park in the Campus area, the TS was set up at one end (4!GHIF"9).  

 

3.3.1 Test A - Autolock on Angled Circular Prisms 

The TS was set up on pillar 6. The circular prisms were set up at pillar 4, 2, 3, 5 and 7. (The presented 

order is the order of measurements done in a clockwise manner). The circular prisms where directed in 

correct position (C) with the front of prism facing the TS as well as possible (front face of prism 

perpendicular to line of sight). 30 measurements in 2 faces on each of the 5 prisms where made, which 
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makes 60 separate readings of SD, HA and VA each. Then the prisms were angled to the most 

extreme left position (LL) - to the position just next to where the Autolock function called out that it 

lost the lock on the target. The same measuring procedure was made again. The L position of the 

prisms is half way between the LL and C and analogue for the angled positions to the right: RR and R.  

 

The Slope Distance where measured with prism constant +0 pre-set in the TS, to be adjusted 

afterwards. Since the white paper on Leica prisms (Nindl & Mao 2009) declares a prism constant of 

! 

"34.4  mm and the TS seemed (showed in the display at least) to round of to -34 mm, it was decided to 

handle the prism constant subtraction in the post processing to avoid any confusion. 

 

3.3.2 Test B - No Autolock on Circular Prisms in C position 

The previous test was continued by turning off the Autolock function and returning the prisms to the 

correct (C) position - front face perpendicular to line of sight. By measuring with the function 

"measure topo" in face 1 and face 2, the aligning of the cross hair was made manually. Manual aiming 

is more time consuming than autolock why there were 11 measurements in 2 faces (i.e. 22 alignments 

and 22 distance measurements) on each prism. 

 

3.3.3 Test C - Autolock on 360-degree Prisms 

The TS was set up on pillar 4. Two 360-degree prisms from the manufacturer Leica were set up on 

pillar 2 and 6 and two 360-degree prisms from the manufacturer Trimble were set up on pillar 5 and 7. 

The prisms had been prepared with position marks (4!GHIF"C). When the odd numbered marks where 

directed towards the TS the front face of a prism was presented as correctly as possible in the line of 

sight. The even numbered marks represented the presentation of the black plastic seams between the 

small circular prisms of the Trimble target and the edges between the triangular prisms of the Leica 

target. When directing the targets in this way the purpose was to make a situation that was the least 

possible favorable measuring situation according to the recommendations of the manufacturers. 21 

measurements in 2 faces (i.e. 42 distance measurements and 42 separate readings of HA and VA) were 

made on each target in each position. 
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A mistake during the experiment execution was, according to the log, at shortly past 11AM on the 6th 

of May, when changing the 360-degree prisms from position 5 to position 6, the Leica prism on pillar 

number 6 seemed to still be in position 4. The first thought was that the windy gusts could have 

rotated the prism back to position 4 while measuring in position 5. A second thought concluded that it 

was more likely, even without recollection of the matter that a mistake had been made. This is noted 

quite clearly on the graph (4!GHIF"<C). 

 

3.3.4 Test D - Angled Circular prisms at 25, 50, 75 and 100 Meter Distance 

A circular prism was set up on a wooden tripod at approximate distances of 25, 50, 75 and 100 meters 

away from the TS in the park area. At each distance the angling of the circular prism was performed in 

the same manner as in the short distance test. When the front of the prism was perpendicular to the 

line of sight it was called C for correct positioning etc. (see Test A above). 

 

3.4 Data Analysis 
The aim of this bachelor project was to see whether there were any differences in precision or 

accuracy when handling the measurement accessories in various ways. 

 

It was determined to use the software programs Excel (Microsoft 2008) to sort the large amount of 

data and to calculate the resulting values and Matlab (Mathworks 2009) to create graphs as visual 

presentations. The data needed to be transformed via pure text files between decimal separator of 

commas (used in the Swedish version of Excel) and points (used in Matlab) - if there were a way to 

change the settings in Excel, it was not found. For this, a small translation program in Python (Python 

2013) was created. 
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The first step of the data analysis was to calculate the mean values, standard uncertainties and RMSE, 

when applicable, of each measurement series (see equations (7), (8) and (9)). 

 

The Cartesian geocentric coordinates could be used for determining the reference slope distances but 

there also needed to be a horizontal system for computation of the reference angles. For this purpose, 

the geocentric coordinates were transformed into planar SWEREF99 17 15 coordinates. 

 

The second step in the data analysis was to investigate whether there were any changes in uncertainties 

from the "perfect set up" to a less perfect set up. To see whether two experimental standard 

uncertainties of the same measurand belongs to the same population the following test was used (ISO 

2010): 

 

The null hypothesis  is not rejected if the following condition is fulfilled: 

 

! 

1
F1"# / 2 (v,v)

$
s2

˜ s 2
$ F1"# / 2 (v,v) (10)  

 

Otherwise, the null hypothesis is rejected. The experimental standard uncertainties 

! 

s  and 

! 

˜ s  from two 

samples of the same measurand estimates the "true" standard deviations 

! 

"  and 

! 

˜ " . The distribution in 

the test refers to the Fisher's distribution were the two samples have the same number of degrees of 

freedom .  

 

One sample is a measurement made towards one of the prisms in one specific position. The 

measurements in the first test of circular prisms (Test A) were made with 60 measurements in each 

sample, i.e. 59 degrees of freedom (

! 

v ) and the measurements in the 360-degree prism test (Test B) 

were made with 42 measurements (

! 

v = 41) in each sample. The table in ISO 17123-1 that stated the 

critical values were limited, therefor more exact critical values were looked up in tables at a statistical 

online resource (SOCR 2014). The level of confidence was chosen to 90%. The critical values were: 

 

F(0.05, 59, 59) = 1.54 (12) 

 

F(0.05, 41 41) =  1.69 (13) 

 

The two samples of comparison from Test B and Test A did not have the same number of degrees of 

freedom since the manual alignments in Test B were more time consuming. In Test B there were 22 

measurements (

! 

v = 21) in each sample. The critical value of the Fisher distribution when the numerator 

has 

! 

v = 21 and the denominator has 

! 

v = 59  is: 

! 

" = ˜ " 

! 

v
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F(0.05, 21 59) = 1.74 (14) 

  

Another interesting question is whether the experimental standard uncertainties are smaller than or 

equal to the given standard deviation from the manufacturer. The null hypothesis  is not rejected 

if the following condition is fulfilled: 

 

! 

s "# $ %1&'
2 (v)
v

(15)  

 

The critical values for the chi-squared distribution used in test (15) was: 

 

! 

"0.95
2 (59) = 79.08 (16)

"0.95
2 (41) = 55.76 (17)
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Chapter 4 - Results and Discussion 
The results from the measurements are visualized in the graphs and tables that follow in full extent in 

the appendicies A through D. In this chapter selected graphs and features of the behavior of the 

measurements will be shown and commented. 

 

4.1 Results and Discussion of Test A - Autolock on Angled Circular Prisms 
Remembering that prism number 3 and 4 were cracked in the mirrors, it might not be surprising that, 

at least prism number 4, performed with less accuracy in SD than the others. The irregular change in 

the mean SD was more than 3 mm from maximum to minimum of the five positions (4!GHIF";A). The 

mean SD to the other prisms shifted around 1 mm in values (4!GHIF";B through 4!GHIF"9:) and 

neither they showed any visual pattern of the changes of the mean SD due to the turning of the prisms. 

When it comes to the precision though – where the cracked ones did not seem to behave much 

differently than the others – the changes of the standard uncertainties form a visual overview pattern 

of a U-shape that shows larger spread in the extreme angling of the prisms (4!GHIF"D = 4!GHIF"9;). 

The standard uncertainties of SD did change significantly according to the F-test in six out of the ten 

outer positions of the five prisms (the samples of the LL and RR measurements "do not belong to the 

same population" as the sample of C measurements) (+JKLF";?).  

 

"
!"#$%&'Y)'F&<$-1<'*&<1'V'O'E%&3"<"9H'"H'.S'

"
In HA measurements, the uncertainties also changed significantly (+JKLF" ;<) but not in the same 

pattern that in SD, i.e. not the U-shape as above but lowermost uncertainty in the LL and largest 

uncertainty in the R positions (4!GHIF" 9C). When looking at the graphs that show the mean HA 
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(4!GHIF" 9? through 4!GHIF" 9B) a drift of the bearing is clearly visible due to the turning of the 

prisms. The angle of the drift from LL to RR position was about 50 mgon for the prism on pillar 2 (at 

9.19 m distance), to 300 mgon for the prism on pillar 5 (at 2.15 m distance). (4!GHIF";: = 4!GHIF"9< 

and 4!GHIF"9B). Pillar 2 is the pillar furtherest away from the TS and pillar 5 is the one closest. The 

sideway footprint of these angles at the distances of the associated pillars are 7.2 mm at pillar 2 and 

10.1 mm at pillar 5. 

 

"
!"#$%&'(K)'*:&'>%"21'92'1:&',&4%"H#'2%9+'CC';9<"1"9H'19'FF';9<"1"9H5 

 

A surprising and interesting discovery when analyzing the VA is that what up until now has been 

named C for Correct positioning of the prism, not at all seems to be the correct positioning for VA 

measurements (4!GHIF"?: through 4!GHIF"?<) The standard uncertainties were much lower when not 

directing the prism with the front face towards the TS. Lowest uncertainty was at the mid-positions L 

and R where they were almost down at the 0.6 mgon a priori uncertainty (4!GHIF";; = 4!GHIF"?A). 

This raises the question whether a slight vertical tilt of the prism is to prefer to get low uncertainties in 

VA measurements. Since the experiments were made with un-tilted prisms, this is something to 

consider in future research.  

"
!"#$%&'(()'C4%#&'<14H>4%>'$H3&%14"H1"&<'"H'0';9<"1"9H'29%'UV5 
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The statistical F-test of equality of variances (10) resulted in several rejections of the null hypothesis 

H0: 

! 

" = ˜ "  (see Chapter 3.4). Of each measurand, the uncertainties of the measurements made in the 

LL, L, R and RR positions were individually compared with the uncertainty of the measurement made 

in the C position to see whether they belonged to the same population. There were in total 39 

rejections of H0 out of 60 comparisons (+JKLF" ;? through +JKLF" ;@). In VA measurements, all 

comparisons were rejected. 

 

None of the experimental standard uncertainties of the samples of angle measurements were less or 

equal to the given a priore standard deviation of 0.6 mgon (+JKLF" C and +JKLF" ;;). The lowest 

uncertainties in L position of VA measurements were still rejected by the statistical test (15). In the 

SD samples though, the 2 mm that is the constant part of the distance uncertainty was far from reached 

(+JKLF"@).  

 

4.2 Results and Discussion of Test B - No Autolock on Circular Prisms 
The previous test continued with this test by turning off the autolock function and returning the prisms 

to the C position. The comparisons between the measurements made with and without autolock in C 

position (and the reference values where applicable) are displayed in the graphs of Appendix B 

(4!GHIF"?B through 4!GHIF"<@).  

 

Considering that the autolock measurements and the measurements without autolock, towards one of 

the prisms, are two measurement samples of the same measurand – the null hypothesis of the F-test, 

that they belong to the same population, were rejceted in two of five comparisons of SD (i.e too large 

difference in standard uncertainties) (+JKLF"9@), in three out of five in HA (+JKLF"9A) and all five in 

VA (+JKLF"9B).  

 

The results show that in SD measurements, the manual aiming sometimes perform with slight more 

precision and sometimes not. The autolock performed with higher precision in HA and lower precision 

in VA than the manual aiming measurements did. The vertical tilt of a prism discussed in Test A, to 

avoid the large uncertainties in C position, did not seem to be as acute when aiming manually (4!GHIF"

;9 = 4!GHIF" <;). Only measurements toward prisms on pillar 2 and 7 had standard uncertanties 

below the a priori uncertainty of 0.6 mgon but they still didn't pass through the statistical test (15) och 

being lower or equal than a priori at 95% confidence level.  
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4.3 Results and Discussion of Test C - Autolock on 360-degree Prisms 
The measurements toward the four 360-degree prisms made apparent patterns in the mean values of 

the SD. The Trimble prisms created predictable SD changes of about 1-2 mm between the positions 

directly to a prism (closer) and the positions in between prisms (further away) (4!GHIF";? = 4!GHIF"

<B and 4!GHIF"@:). The Leica prisms made a simular pattern were the correct positions created a 

shorter SD and the edges a longer SD. The Leica prism however had larger fluctuation of about 2-3 

mm and the pattern repeated itself with the slope direction of the edge between the triangular prisms 

(see 4!GHIF"@). 

 

"
!"#$%&'(7)'.S'+&4<$%&+&H1<'19=4%><'7@KO>&#%&&';%"<+<G'-&21)'*%"+,-&M'%"#:1)'C&"345 

 

 The precision however revealed no pattern and the standard uncertainty differed between around 0.4-

0.6 mm of all four prisms (4!GHIF"@; and 4!GHIF"@?). Conserning the F-test, there were not one but 
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6 and 7 correct positions to compare the uncertainties of the other half of the measurements with. 

Sometimes the uncertainties for the correct positions were larger and sometimes smaller than the 

measurements towards the edges and seams, so it did not seem to be a valid calculation to take the 

mean value of the correct positions. A full comparison between all samples was considered but instead 

some arbitrary F-tests between visuably large differences were made to conclude that there were 

rejections of the null hypothesis within the samples. 

 

Looking at the graphs for the HA of the Trimble 360-degree prisms (4!GHIF"@B and 4!GHIF"@C), the 

autolock seems to mostly lock on to the left prism (lower value of HA) when directing the seam 

between two prisms towards the TS. There seems to be a larger uncertainty at position 6 for the prism 

on pillar 5 and a simular anomalie at position 8 for the prism on pillar 7 that is confirmed in the graph 

of the uncertainties (4!GHIF";< =  4!GHIF"A;).  

 

"
!"#$%&'(B)'C4%#&'<14H>4%>'$H3&%14"H1"&<'41'9H&';9<"1"9H'92'&43:'*%"+,-&';%"<+5 

 

The assumption is that the autolock has locked on to the two different prisms on each side of the 

middle seam at separate occasions during the 42 locks of the measurement sample. And even though 

the rest of the positions had uncertainties below 2 mgon (reminder: a priori 0.6 mgon) there could be a 

sign of warning that there might be large uncertainties if the the prism is directed just right (or rather 

wrong). A 

! 

±20 mgon angle uncertainty at 3.427 m (pillar 4 to pillar 5) is a sideway footprint of about 

! 

±1.1 mm. The Leica prisms also had uncertainties below 2 mgon with a peak in a correct position at a 

standard uncertainty of 3.5 mgon (4!GHIF"@D) and no apparent pattern could be detected. 
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The VA measurements on the Leica prisms produced pattern where the uncertainties were larger at 

every other edge – the edge that slopes down right – at position 2, 6 and 10 on both prisms (4!GHIF"

A? and 4!GHIF"A<). At the Trimble prisms the uncertainty were larger at all edges (4!GHIF"A@ and 

4!GHIF"AA). One of each graph can be viewed in 4!GHIF";@. 

 

"
!"#$%&'(I)'C4%#&%'$H3&%14"H1"&<'"H'UV'+&4<$%&+&H1<'19=4%><'1:&'&>#&<5'C&21)'C&"34M'F"#:1)'*%"+,-&5 

 

The standard uncertainties in VA measurements (+JKLF"?@) towards the edges were about 4-9 mgon 

for the four 360-degree prisms, which makes a vertical footprint of around 

! 

±0.4 - 0.5 mm in each 

case.  

 

4.4 Results and Discussion of Test D - Autolock on Angled Circular Prisms at 25, 

50, 75 and 100 m 
The distance test showed that the apparent patterns that showed at the short distance test site at 

Lantmäteriet now were not apparent at all – except for the obvious drift of the HA from LL position to 

RR position (+JKLF"? = +JKLF"?D).  

 
*4,-&'7)'*:&'<">&=4Q'2991;%"H1'92'1:&'NV'>%"21'2%9+'CC'19'FF';9<"1"9H<5'

Distance [m] Drift in HA from LL to RR [mgon] Sideway footprint [mm] 
26.51 27.5 11.4 
53.53 13.9 11.7 
77.04 9.4 11.3 

102.53 6.1 9.8 
 

The mean values of SD were within 1-2 mm difference on all distances (+JKLF"?B) and the mean 

values of VA (+JKLF" <:) were within 0.1-0.2 mgon on all distances, neither with any apparent 

pattern.  
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The standard uncertainties of SD, HA and VA (4!GHIF"C9, 4!GHIF"C? and 4!GHIF"C<) did not show 

any patterns to draw conclusions from. 

4.5 Discussion of the Data Analysis 
 

Concerning the statistical test using the Fisher's (or Fisher-Snedecor) distribution to investigate the 

equality of variances (i.e. uncertainties squared) – recommended for measurements by TS in the 

international standard ISO 17123-1 – it has been noted that some (Wikipedia 2014) belive it to be so 

sensitive to that the samples must be normaly distributed that "approximatly normal" is not good 

enough. Therefore there should probably have been a test whether the samples were in fact normal and 

not just assumed to be. However, the test was executed as recommended. 
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Chapter 5 - Conclusion and Future Research 
"

5.1 Conclusions 
The TS together with the accessories of the measuring procedure is a system where all parts play their 

role. Trusting the precision of the TS alone while not paying attention to the prisms – the centering, 

the angling and the quality – will have an effect on the accuracy. Awareness of the tolerance limits of a 

surveying project and awareness of the possible accuracy deterioration in different measuring 

situations could be of interest for some and very important for others.  

 

The SD of circular prisms varied about 

! 

±  1mm between the different angled positions and there were 

larger uncertainies in the LL and RR positions. The turning of the prisms created a prominent drift of 

the HA from LL to RR position that created a sideway footprint of 7-11 mm in both short and long 

distances from TS to prism. The VA measurements had larger uncertainties in the C position than in 

the L and R positions on all prisms when measuring with autolock. 

 

When turning off the autolock function it seemed as manual aiming created larger uncertainties in HA 

measurements but lower uncertainties in VA. The very large uncertainties of autolock VA 

measurements in the C position were more or less normalized when aiming manually. 

 

None of the patterns of standard uncertainties in SD, HA or VA across the angled positions of the 

circular prism were visible at the test with longer distances. The only distinguished pattern left were 

the horizontal drift from turning from LL to RR position. 

 

The mean values of the samples of SD measurements towards the 360-degree prisms followed certain 

patterns. The SD of the two Leica prisms varied in mean value depending on which one of the sloping 

edges that were in the line of sight, from shortest to longest with around 2.9 mm and 3.8 mm on each 

prism respectively. There seemed to be no apparent pattern in the precision (standard uncertainties 

between 0.4 - 0.65 mm) for both Leica and Trimble prisms. The two Trimble prisms varied 2.3 mm in 

mean SD on both prisms between measurements towards the prisms and measurements toward the 

edges.   

 

In HA measurements towards the Trimble 360-degree prisms it seemed like the autolock tracker 

sometimes locked on to the left and sometimes the right prism when aiming towards the seam in 

between. The standard uncertainty was larger on these occasions.  
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The VA measurements toward both Leica and Trimble show obvious patterns that the standard 

uncertainties are larger when aiming on edges and seams. From a standard uncertainty of around 1.5 

mgon in the correct positions to 8-9 mgon when aiming at the edges of the Leica prisms and 6-7 mgon 

when aiming at the seams of the Trimble prisms. 

 

In deformation monitoring or precision alignment the conclusion is that 360-degree prisms are not to 

recommend (neither does any manufacturer) and the circular prisms should be directed with care. To 

gain high precision in VA one should not direct the prisms in what has been called "correct" position 

in this project while measuring with autolock. The prism should be slightly angled to the left or right 

(or possibly preferable: up or down - which was not examined at all in this project) to avoid the large 

random and systematic errors. There are precision prisms on the market that promise higher centering 

accuracy than the ones tested in this project and for the purpose of precise point determination one 

should consider using such prisms rather than the standard prisms. 

 

5.2 Future Research 
Except for the experiments mentioned in Chapter 1.5 about the delimitations to this research, some 

more issues could be interesting for future research. 

 

• One such question is about the strange behaviour of the autolock VA measurements in C 

position and whether the standard uncertainty of VA measurements can improve by tilting the 

prism in vertical direction without making the HA suffer. 

 

• On the subject of hunting for sub-millimeter improvements similar tests as in this project 

could be done using reflector tapes and very high precision prisms. It would be interesting to 

dig deeper into the accessories used in deformation monitoring and precision alignment.  

 

• Another question that was raised during conversations at Trimble in Danderyd was to look 

into the drift due to the wooden tripod during lengthy measurements. When measuring back to 

a back object at the end of a long measuring session it had been noted that there could be 

significant change. 

 

• In Test A, the prism on pillar 4 (one of the two prisms with cracked mirrors) sticks out as the 

one that tended to not give as accurate and high precision results as the rest. Another reason 

for the results, other than the cracked mirrors, was thought on as whether the disturbance from 

other electromagnetic waves, i.e. the sun, could increase the deviation. Since both the standard 

uncertainty and the RMSE shoots off when the prism was in the RR position - which happens 
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to be the direction in direct sunlight (southeast) of the rising sun in the late morning - it might 

be worth considering in future examinations. 
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Appendices 
"
"



 ;"

Appendix A - Graphs and tables from Test A - No Autolock on circular prisms 
"
"

A.1 Slope Distance 
 

 
*4,-&'B)'.S'W'Z&4H'84-$&<'="1:';%"<+'39H<14H1'O7B5B'++5'

[m] LL L C R RR Reference SD 
Prism 4 2.69625 2.69479 2.69513 2.69527 2.69306 2.69667 
Prism 2 9.19433 9.19430 9.19457 9.19440 9.19423 9.19404 
Prism 3 3.47270 3.47166 3.47186 3.47169 3.47186 3.47134 
Prism 5 2.14692 2.14685 2.14730 2.14769 2.14656 2.14708 
Prism 7 3.43979 3.44048 3.44077 3.44090 3.43944 3.44040 

"
 

*4,-&'I)'.S'W'E%&3"<"9H'?<14H>4%>'$H3&%14"H1Q'29%'&43:'+&4<$%&+&H1A5'

[m] LL L C R RR 
Prism 4 0.00046 0.00046 0.00043 0.00047 0.00085 
Prism 2 0.00048 0.00043 0.00043 0.00045 0.00070 
Prism 3 0.00070 0.00040 0.00041 0.00046 0.00058 
Prism 5 0.00072 0.00042 0.00046 0.00044 0.00066 
Prism 7 0.00051 0.00045 0.00049 0.00052 0.00052 

 

 
*4,-&'@)'.S'O'V33$%43Q'?FZ.[A5'

[m] LL L C R RR 
Prism 4 0.00062 0.00194 0.00161 0.00148 0.00372 
Prism 2 0.00056 0.00050 0.00069 0.00057 0.00072 
Prism 3 0.00152 0.00050 0.00065 0.00058 0.00077 
Prism 5 0.00073 0.00048 0.00050 0.00075 0.00084 
Prism 7 0.00080 0.00046 0.00061 0.00072 0.00109 

 



 9"

"
!"#$%&'(@)'.S'O'0"%3$-4%';%"<+'9H';"--4%'B5'Z&4H'84-$&'\]O'6'<14H>4%>'$H3&%14"H1"&<'4H>'%&2&%&H3&'84-$&5'

 

"
!"#$%&'(R)'.S'O'0"%3$-4%';%"<+'9H';"--4%'65'Z&4H'84-$&'\]O'6'<14H>4%>'$H3&%14"H1"&<'4H>'%&2&%&H3&'84-$&5 



 ?"

"
!"#$%&'(/)'.S'O'0"%3$-4%';%"<+'9H';"--4%'75'Z&4H'84-$&'\]O'6'<14H>4%>'$H3&%14"H1"&<'4H>'%&2&%&H3&'84-$&5'

"

"
!"#$%&'(Y)'.S'O'0"%3$-4%';%"<+'9H';"--4%'I5'Z&4H'84-$&'\]O'6'<14H>4%>'$H3&%14"H1"&<'4H>'%&2&%&H3&'84-$&5'



 <"

"
!"#$%&'6K)'.S'O'0"%3$-4%';%"<+'9H';"--4%'R5'Z&4H'84-$&'\]O'6'<14H>4%>'$H3&%14"H1"&<'4H>'%&2&%&H3&'84-$&5'

'

"
"
"
"
"



 @"

"
!"#$%&'6()'.S'O'E%&3"<"9H'?<14H>4%>'$H3&%14"H1Q'29%'&43:'+&4<$%&+&H1A5'

"
!"#$%&'66)'.S'O'V33$%43Q'?FZ.'[%%9%A5'



 A"

A.2 Horizontal Angle 
 

 

 
*4,-&'R)'NV'W'Z&4H'84-$&<'92'1:&',&4%"H#<5'

[gon] LL L C R RR Ref. Orientation 
Prism 4 370.04087 370.13228 370.15383 370.17033 370.28086 370.14310 
Prism 2 385.05714 385.07804 385.09419 385.09982 385.10642 385.10178 
Prism 3 12.61807 12.67452 12.69296 12.70268 12.77810 12.70096 
Prism 5 69.21853 69.34101 69.37637 69.41472 69.51479 69.37056 
Prism 7 126.81715 126.89319 126.93017 126.95497 127.03131 126.93112 

"
"
 

*4,-&'/)'NV'W'E%&3"<"9H'?<14H>4%>'$H3&%14"H1Q'92'&43:'+&4<$%&+&H1A5'

[gon] LL L C R RR 
Prism 4 :M::;<" :M::;D" :M::;C" :M::9@" :M::;D"
Prism 2 :M:::C" :M::;?" :M::;;" :M::;B" :M::;;"
Prism 3 :M::;<" :M::99" :M::;C" :M::9?" :M:::D"
Prism 5 :M::9?" :M::99" :M::;?" :M::?9" :M::;9"
Prism 7 :M::;;" :M::;?" :M::;9" :M::9;" :M::@?"

 

 

 
*4,-&'Y)'NV'O'V33$%43Q'?FZ.[A5'

[gon] LL L C R RR 
Prism 4 :M;:9?" :M:;;:" :M:;:D" :M:9B<" :M;?BC"
Prism 2 :M:<<B" :M:9?C" :M::BB" :M::9A" :M::<C"
Prism 3 :M:C9D" :M:9AA" :M::C9" :M::9D" :M:BB9"
Prism 5 :M;@9;" :M:9DB" :M::A:" :M:<<?" :M;<<?"
Prism 7 :M;;<:" :M:?C:" :M::;@" :M:9<:" :M;::<"

 

 



 B"

"
!"#$%&'67)'NV'O'0"%3$-4%';%"<+'9H';"--4%'B5'Z&4H'84-$&'\]O'6'<14H>4%>'$H3&%14"H1"&<'4H>'%&2&%&H3&'84-$&5'

 

"
!"#$%&'6B)'NV'O'0"%3$-4%';%"<+'9H';"--4%'65'Z&4H'84-$&'\]O'6'<14H>4%>'$H3&%14"H1"&<'4H>'%&2&%&H3&'84-$&5 



 C"

"
!"#$%&'6I)NV'O'0"%3$-4%';%"<+'9H';"--4%'75'Z&4H'84-$&'\]O'6'<14H>4%>'$H3&%14"H1"&<'4H>'%&2&%&H3&'84-$&5 

"
!"#$%&'6@)NV'O'0"%3$-4%';%"<+'9H';"--4%'I5'Z&4H'84-$&'\]O'6'<14H>4%>'$H3&%14"H1"&<'4H>'%&2&%&H3&'84-$&5 



 D"

 

 

 

"
!"#$%&'6R)'NV'O'0"%3$-4%';%"<+'9H';"--4%'R5'Z&4H'84-$&'\]O'6'<14H>4%>'$H3&%14"H1"&<'4H>'%&2&%&H3&'84-$&5'

"
"
"
"
"



 ;:"

"
!"#$%&'6/)'NV'O'E%&3"<"9H'?<14H>4%>'$H3&%14"H1Q'29%'&43:'+&4<$%&+&H1A5'

"

"
!"#$%&'6Y)'NV'O'V33$%43Q'?FZ.'[%%9%A5'



 ;;"

A.3 Vertical Angle 

 

 

 
*4,-&'(K)'UV'W'Z&4H'84-$&<5'

[gon] LL L C R RR Reference VA 
Prism 4 100.01902 100.01265 100.03068 100.01124 100.01758 100.03068 
Prism 2 100.01932 100.02177 100.03022 100.02132 100.02284 100.01495 
Prism 3 100.03351 100.03884 100.07379 100.03732 100.03276 99.93856 
Prism 5 100.12389 100.10165 100.11856 100.09896 100.14537 100.06671 
Prism 7 100.05716 100.06058 100.07453 100.05751 100.05841 100.04237 

"

 
*4,-&'(()'UV'W'E%&3"<"9H'?<14H>4%>'$H3&%14"H1Q'92'&43:'+&4<$%&+&H1A5'

[gon] LL L C R RR 
Prism 4 0.0062 0.0007 0.0022 0.0014 0.0020 
Prism 2 0.0006 0.0007 0.0074 0.0008 0.0005 
Prism 3 0.0013 0.0006 0.0331 0.0013 0.0005 
Prism 5 0.0143 0.0006 0.0199 0.0007 0.0019 
Prism 7 0.0013 0.0008 0.0147 0.0011 0.0036 

 

 
*4,-&'(6)'UV'W'V33$%43Q'?FZ.[A5'

[gon] LL L C R RR 
Prism 4 0.0132 0.0181 0.0199 0.0195 0.0133 
Prism 2 0.0045 0.0069 0.0170 0.0065 0.0080 
Prism 3 0.0096 0.0149 0.0597 0.0134 0.0088 
Prism 5 0.0589 0.0350 0.0555 0.0323 0.0787 
Prism 7 0.0149 0.0183 0.0353 0.0152 0.0165 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 ;9"

"
!"#$%&'7K)'UV'O'0"%3$-4%';%"<+'9H';"--4%'B5'Z&4H'84-$&'\]O'6'<14H>4%>'$H3&%14"H1"&<'4H>'%&2&%&H3&'84-$&5'

"

"
!"#$%&'7()'UV'O'0"%3$-4%';%"<+'9H';"--4%'65'Z&4H'84-$&'\]O'6'<14H>4%>'$H3&%14"H1"&<'4H>'%&2&%&H3&'84-$&5 
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"
!"#$%&'76)'UV'O'0"%3$-4%';%"<+'9H';"--4%'75'Z&4H'84-$&'\]O'6'<14H>4%>'$H3&%14"H1"&<'4H>'%&2&%&H3&'84-$&5 

"
!"#$%&'77)'UV'O'0"%3$-4%';%"<+'9H';"--4%'I5'Z&4H'84-$&'\]O'6'<14H>4%>'$H3&%14"H1"&<'4H>'%&2&%&H3&'84-$&5 



 ;<"

 

 

"
!"#$%&'7B)'UV'O'0"%3$-4%';%"<+'9H';"--4%'R5'Z&4H'84-$&'\]O'6'<14H>4%>'$H3&%14"H1"&<'4H>'%&2&%&H3&'84-$&5 

 

"
"
"
"
"
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"
!"#$%&'7I)'UV'O'E%&3"<"9H'?<14H>4%>'$H3&%14"H1Q'29%'&43:'+&4<$%&+&H1A5'

"

"
!"#$%&'7@)'UV'O'V33$%43Q'?FZ.'[%%9%A5'



 ;A"

A.3 F-test of Equality of Variances 

"
*4,-&'(7)'.S'O'!O1&<1'92'&^$4-"1Q'92'84%"4H3&<5'

Min < SLOPE DISTANCE < Max  

! 

1
1.54

" 0.6494  

! 

s(C)2

˜ s (LL)2  

! 

s(C)2

˜ s (L)2  

! 

s(C)2

˜ s (R)2  

! 

s(C)2

˜ s (RR)2  

! 

1.54  

Prism 4 0.862664842 0.861813174 0.847803214 0.252325255 
Rejected 

Prism 2 0.811542161 1.014239155 0.925131297 0.380694445 
Rejected 

Prism 3 0.349396399 
Rejected 

1.09314127 0.795469058 0.5100715 
Rejected 

Prism 5 0.39820262 
Rejected 

1.162716632 1.051794995 0.46724726 
Rejected 

Prism 7 

 

0.896976163 1.15712273 0.870037573 0.879896418 

 

 

 
*4,-&'(B)'NV'O'!O1&<1'92'&^$4-"1Q'92'84%"4H3&<5'

Min < HORIZONTAL ANGLE < Max  

! 

1
1.54

" 0.6494  

! 

s(C)2

˜ s (LL)2  

! 

s(C)2

˜ s (L)2  

! 

s(C)2

˜ s (R)2  

! 

s(C)2

˜ s (RR)2  

! 

1.54  

Prism 4 1.766781976 
Rejected 

0.913718647 0.543988737 
Rejected 

0.940321321 

Prism 2 1.938095457 
Rejected 

0.740318298 0.425075532 
Rejected 

1.119317632 

Prism 3 1.618121113 
Rejected 

0.624396083 
Rejected 

0.590207853 
Rejected 

4.063467197 
Rejected 

Prism 5 0.319171368 
Rejected 

0.332766434 
Rejected 

0.164751208 
Rejected 

1.216135968 
 

Prism 7 

 

1.283173261 0.906435452 0.325003096 
Rejected 

0.048574789 
Rejected 

 

 

 
*4,-&'(I)'UV'O'!O1&<1'92'&^$4-"1Q'92'84%"4H3&<5'

Min < VERTICAL ANGLE < Max  

! 

1
1.54

" 0.6494  

! 

s(C)2

˜ s (LL)2  

! 

s(C)2

˜ s (L)2  

! 

s(C)2

˜ s (R)2  

! 

s(C)2

˜ s (RR)2  

! 

1.54  

Prism 4 0.123129109 
Rejected 

9.414705739 
Rejected 

2.431529746 
Rejected 

1.192939804 
Rejected 

Prism 2 211.9720426 
Rejected 

129.8008617 
Rejected 

97.00775838 
Rejected 

226.2331262 
Rejected 

Prism 3 703.2258378 
Rejected 

4033.009415 
Rejected 

756.7140462 
Rejected 

5125.668954 
Rejected 

Prism 5 1.95417999 
Rejected 

1339.892051 
Rejected 

1023.535596 
Rejected 

120.7135725 
Rejected 

Prism 7 

 

135.0029182 
Rejected 

346.3842027 
Rejected 

184.9414624 
Rejected 

16.66318343 
Rejected 

 



 ;"

Appendix B – Graphs and tables from Test B - No Autolock on Circular Prisms 
in C position. 
"

B.1 Slope Distance 

 

 
*4,-&'(@)'.S'O'_9'V$19-93X5'Z&4H'84-$&<'="1:';%"<+'39H<14H1'O7B5B'++'

Position C  Mean SD [m] Reference SD [m] With Autolock [m] 
Prism 4 2.69546 2.69667 2.69513 
Prism 2 9.19503 9.19404 9.19457 
Prism 3 3.47243 3.47134 3.47186 
Prism 5 2.14788 2.14708 2.14730 
Prism 7 3.44084 3.44040 3.44077 

 

 
*4,-&'(R)'.S'O'_9'V$19-93X5'E%&3"<"9H'?.14H>4%>'$H3&%14"H1QA'

Position C  Standard uncertainty [m] With Autolock [m] 
Prism 4 0.00045 0.00043 
Prism 2 0.00037 0.00043 
Prism 3 0.00052 0.00041 
Prism 5 0.00061 0.00046 
Prism 7 0.00035 0.00049 

 

 
*4,-&'(/)'.S'O_9'V$19-93X5'V33$%43Q'?FZ.[A5'

Position C  RMSE [m] With Autolock [m] 
Prism 4 0.00129 0.00161 
Prism 2 0.00106 0.00069 
Prism 3 0.00120 0.00065 
Prism 5 0.00100 0.00050 
Prism 7 0.00056 0.00061 

 

 



 9"

"
!"#$%&'7R)'.S'O'*:&'>"<14H3&<'19'1:&'2"8&';"--4%<'2%9+';"--4%'@5'U"<$4-'98&%8"&=5'

"

"
!"#$%&'7/)'.S'O'E%&3"<"9H'92'+4H$4-'+&4<$%"H#'?H9'4$19-93XA'39+;4%&>'="1:'+&4<$%"H#'="1:'4$19-93X5'



 ?"

"

"
!"#$%&'7Y)'.S'O'V33$%43Q'92'+4H$4-'+&4<$%"H#'?H9'4$19-93XA'39+;4%&>'="1:'+&4<$%"H#'="1:'4$19-93X5'

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 <"

B.2 Horizontal Angle 

"

"
"

*4,-&'(Y)'NV'O'Z&4H'84-$&<'92'1:&',&4%"H#<5'

Position C  Mean Azimuth [gon] Reference Azimuth [gon] 
Prism 4 370.16040 370.14310 
Prism 2 385.09630 385.10178 
Prism 3 12.69630 12.70096 
Prism 5 69.36904 69.37056 
Prism 7 126.92549 126.93112 

 

 
*4,-&'6K)'NV'O'E%&3"<"9H'?<14H>4%>'$H3&%14"H1QA5'

Position C  Standard uncertainty [gon] 
Prism 4 0.00192 
Prism 2 0.00240 
Prism 3 0.00299 
Prism 5 0.00429 
Prism 7 0.00148 

 

 
*4,-&'6()'NV'OV33$%43Q'?FZ.[A5'

Position C  RMSE [gon] 
Prism 4 0.01742 
Prism 2 0.00602 
Prism 3 0.00550 
Prism 5 0.00444 
Prism 7 0.00582 

 

 



 @"

"
!"#$%&'BK)'NV''O'*:&',&4%"H#'19'1:&'2"8&';"--4%<'2%9+';"--4%'@5'U"<$4-'98&%8"&='

"

"
!"#$%&'B()'NV'O'E%&3"<"9H'92'+4H$4-'+&4<$%"H#'?H9'4$19-93XA'39+;4%&>'="1:'+&4<$%"H#'="1:'4$19-93X5'



 A"

"

"
!"#$%&'B6)'NV'O'V33$%43Q'92'+4H$4-'+&4<$%"H#'?H9'4$19-93XA'39+;4%&>'="1:'+&4<$%"H#'="1:'4$19-93X5'

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"



 B"

B.3 Vertical Angle 

 

 

 
*4,-&'66)'UV'OZ&4H'84-$&<5'

Position C  Mean VA [gon] Reference VA [gon] 
Prism 4 100.01159 100.03068 
Prism 2 100.02265 100.01495 
Prism 3 100.04109 100.02402 
Prism 5 100.09599 100.06671 
Prism 7 100.05836 100.04237 

 

 
*4,-&'67)'UV'O'E%&3"<"9H'?<14H>4%>'$H3&%14"H1QA5'

Position C  Standard uncertainty [gon] 
Prism 4 0.00095 
Prism 2 0.00057 
Prism 3 0.00272 
Prism 5 0.00091 
Prism 7 0.00049 

 

 
*4,-&'6B)'UV'O'V33$%43Q'?FZ.[A5'

Position C  RMSE [gon] 
Prism 4 0.01913 
Prism 2 0.00773 
Prism 3 0.01728 
Prism 5 0.02929 
Prism 7 0.01600 
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!"#$%&'B7)'UV''O'Z&4H'UV'19'1:&'2"8&';"--4%<'2%9+';"--4%'@5'U"<$4-'98&%8"&='
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!"#$%&'BB)'UV'O'E%&3"<"9H'92'+4H$4-'+&4<$%"H#'?H9'4$19-93XA'39+;4%&>'="1:'+&4<$%"H#'="1:'4$19-93X5'
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"
!"#$%&'BI)'UV'O'V33$%43Q'92'+4H$4-'+&4<$%"H#'?H9'4$19-93XA'39+;4%&>'="1:'+&4<$%"H#'="1:'4$19-93X5'
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 ;:"

B.4 F-test of Equality of Variances 

"
"

*4,-&'6I)'.S'O'!O1&<1'92'&^$4-"1Q'92'84%"4H3&<5'

Min < SLOPE DISTANCE > Max 

! 

1
1.74

" 0.5747  

! 

s(CNo Autolock )2

˜ s (CAutolock )2 v,v = 21,59  

! 

1.74  

Prism 4 1.084593389  
Prism 2 0.724315812  
Prism 3 1.562430403  
Prism 5 1.800940881 Rejected 
Prism 7 0.500158079 Rejected 

 
 
 
 
 

*4,-&'6@)'NV'O'!O1&<1'92'&^$4-"1Q'92'84%"4H3&<5'

Min < HORIZONTAL ANGLE > Max 

! 

1
1.74

" 0.5747  

! 

s(CNo Autolock )2

˜ s (CAutolock )2 v,v = 21,59  

! 

1.74  

Prism 4 1.137010943  
Prism 2 4.942122274 Rejected 
Prism 3 3.028804272 Rejected 
Prism 5 11.49632229 Rejected 
Prism 7 1.611748594  

 
 
 
 
 

*4,-&'6R)'UV'O'!O1&<1'92'&^$4-"1Q'92'84%"4H3&<5'

Min < VERTICAL ANGLE > Max 

! 

1
1.74

" 0.5747  

! 

s(CNo Autolock )2

˜ s (CAutolock )2 v,v = 21,59  

! 

1.74  

Prism 4 0.194042707 Rejected 
Prism 2 0.00602548 Rejected 
Prism 3 0.006729582 Rejected 
Prism 5 0.002084182 Rejected 
Prism 7 0.001093335 Rejected 

"
"
"
"
"
"
"



 ;"

Appendix C - Graphs and tables from Test C - 360-degree prisms with Autolock 
"
One has to remember that the height of the prism has to be on the exact same height as the point 

within the TS that is the origin of the measurement, if the measured SD and especially the measured 

VA is supposed to be compared with the reference SD and reference VA, since the reference values 

are defined from the top of the insert pieces in the tribrachs. If the prism is higher up, the vertical 

angle will be smaller than the references VA (Figure ). If the prism height is shorter than the TS height 

– the VA will be larger than the references. The SD will be slightly smaller if the difference in prism 

height is making the SD get closer to the horizontal distance (HD) and vice versa. The calculations 

were made without this consideration – therefore the accuracy is not relevant and excluded from the 

Appendix C. However, the spread is still interesting.  

 

 

"
!"#$%&'B@)'*.':&"#:1'+$<1',&'&^$4-'19';%"<+':&"#:1'29%'>"%&31'39+;4%"<9H'19'%&2&%&H3&'84-$&<'92'UV'4H>'.S5 

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
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C.1 Slope Distance 
 

*4,-&'6/)'.S'O'Z&4H'84-$&<5'

[m] 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Leica 2 6.60037 6.60158 6.60084 6.60325 6.60089 6.60152 6.60068 
Leica 6 2.69511 2.69672 2.69564 2.69879 2.69871 2.69638 2.69497 

Trimble 5 3.42732 3.42817 3.42722 3.42777 3.42666 3.42765 3.42641 
Trimble 7 5.79261 5.79397 5.79249 5.79434 5.79276 5.79413 5.79302 

 
[m] 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

Leica 2 6.60312 6.60076 6.60135 6.60064 6.60305 x x 
Leica 6 2.69892 2.69552 2.69634 2.69540 2.69927 x x 

Trimble 5 3.42721 3.42667 3.42772 3.42714 3.42869 3.42717 3.42808 
Trimble 7 5.79450 5.79315 5.79441 5.79313 5.79481 5.79270 5.79366 

 
"

*4,-&'6Y)'.S'O'E%&3"<"9H'?<14H>4%>'$H3&%14"H1QA5'

[m] 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Leica 2 0.00040 0.00048 0.00065 0.00043 0.00051 0.00045 0.00046 
Leica 6 0.00057 0.00050 0.00052 0.00043 0.00052 0.00043 0.00049 

Trimble 5 0.00051 0.00055 0.00063 0.00051 0.00054 0.00055 0.00059 
Trimble 7 0.00046 0.00054 0.00052 0.00046 0.00049 0.00046 0.00046 

 
[m] 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

Leica 2 0.00053 0.00038 0.00060 0.00059 0.00041 x x 
Leica 6 0.00063 0.00051 0.00048 0.00060 0.00048 x x 

Trimble 5 0.00050 0.00053 0.00039 0.00050 0.00050 0.00045 0.00047 
Trimble 7 0.00062 0.00052 0.00036 0.00037 0.00043 0.00043 0.00048 
 

"
*4,-&'7K)'.S'O'V33$%43Q'?FZ.[A5'

[m] 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Leica2 0.00109 0.00052 0.00085 0.00191 0.00071 0.00047 0.00085 
Leica6 0.00166 0.00049 0.00116 0.00217 0.00211 0.00051 0.00177 
Trim5 0.00089 0.00168 0.00089 0.00129 0.00054 0.00120 0.00061 
Trim7 0.00055 0.00175 0.00055 0.00209 0.00067 0.00189 0.00085 

 
[m] 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

Leica2 0.00182 0.00073 0.00060 0.00095 0.00171 x x 
Leica6 0.00234 0.00126 0.00057 0.00141 0.00265 x x 

Trimble5 0.00080 0.00053 0.00120 0.00074 0.00216 0.00073 0.00157 
Trimble7 0.00228 0.00099 0.00214 0.00091 0.00254 0.00058 0.00144 

 



 ?"

"
!"#$%&'BR)'.S'O'C&"34'7@KO>&#%&&';%"<+'9H';"--4%'65'

'

"
!"#$%&'B/)'.S'O'C&"34'7@KO>&#%&&';%"<+'9H';"--4%'@5'Z"<14X&'"H'+&4<$%&+&H1'41';9<"1"9H'I5'



 <"

"
!"#$%&'BY)'.S'O'*%"+,-&'7@KO>&#%&&';%"<+'9H';"--4%'I5'

"
"

"
!"#$%&'IK)'.S'O'*%"+,-&'7@KO>&#%&&';%"<+'9H';"--4%'R5'
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"
!"#$%&'I()'.S'O'E%&3"<"9H'?<14H>4%>'$H3&%14"H1QA'92'C&"34'7@KO>&#%&&';%"<+<'9H';"--4%'6'4H>'@5''
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"
!"#$%&'I6)'.S'O'V33$%43Q'?FZ.[A'92'C&"34'7@KO>&#%&&';%"<+<'9H';"--4%'6'4H>'@5''
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"
!"#$%&'I7)'.S'W'E%&3"<"9H'?<14H>4%>'$H3&%14"H1QA'92'*%"+,-&'7@KO>&#%&&';%"<+<'9H';"--4%'I'4H>'R5'

"
!"#$%&'IB)'.S'O'V33$%43Q'?FZ.[A'92'*%"+,-&'7@KO>&#%&&';%"<+<'9H';"--4%'I'4H>'R5''
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C.2 Horizontal Angle 
 

 
*4,-&'7()'NV'O'Z&4H',&4%"H#<5'

[m] 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Leica 2 391.17027 391.17370 391.17000 391.16256 391.16949 391.16773 391.16509 
Leica 6 170.15042 170.14501 170.15321 170.17732 170.17644 170.13941 170.14640 

Trimble 5 127.03212 126.97968 127.03996 126.98356 127.03664 127.08636 127.04546 
Trimble 7 145.82785 145.79308 145.83104 145.79449 145.82224 145.79221 145.82639 

 
[m] 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

Leica 2 391.16834 391.16585 391.16760 391.16852 391.17441 x x 
Leica 6 170.16606 170.15247 170.15061 170.14714 170.13076 x x 

Trimble 5 126.98406 127.03495 127.04478 127.05094 127.04199 127.04926 126.97362 
Trimble 7 145.81697 145.81741 145.78539 145.81655 145.81921 145.82682 145.78755 

 

"
*4,-&'76)'NV'O'E%&3"<"9H'?<14H>4%>'$H3&%14"H1QA'92',&4%"H#<5'

[m] 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Leica 2 0.0020 0.0014 0.0010 0.0007 0.0011 0.0015 0.0017 
Leica 6 0.0035 0.0014 0.0013 0.0014 0.0015 0.0013 0.0019 

Trimble 5 0.0020 0.0012 0.0014 0.0022 0.0016 0.0204 0.0018 
Trimble 7 0.0019 0.0012 0.0013 0.0013 0.0011 0.0012 0.0019 

 
[m] 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

Leica 2 0.0015 0.0013 0.0009 0.0011 0.0007 x x 
Leica 6 0.0014 0.0028 0.0014 0.0010 0.0013 x x 

Trimble 5 0.0014 0.0016 0.0012 0.0012 0.0008 0.0015 0.0014 
Trimble 7 0.0061 0.0015 0.0010 0.0009 0.0012 0.0014 0.0011 

 

"
*4,-&'77)'NV'O'V33$%43Q'?FZ.[A'92',&4%"H#<5'

[m] 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Leica 2 0.0052 0.0083 0.0046 0.0031 0.0042 0.0027 0.0017 
Leica 6 0.0081 0.0024 0.0102 0.0343 0.0334 0.0039 0.0038 

Trimble 5 0.0049 0.0569 0.0037 0.0531 0.0016 0.0538 0.0091 
Trimble 7 0.0130 0.0220 0.0161 0.0207 0.0073 0.0229 0.0115 

 
[m] 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

Leica 2 0.0033 0.0014 0.0023 0.0032 0.0090 x x 
Leica 6 0.0230 0.0098 0.0077 0.0042 0.0125 x x 

Trimble 5 0.0525 0.0023 0.0084 0.0145 0.0056 0.0129 0.0630 
Trimble 7 0.0063 0.0028 0.0297 0.0017 0.0044 0.0119 0.0276 
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!"#$%&'II)'NV'O'Z&4H',&4%"H#'92'(6';9<"1"9H<'92'C&"34'7@KO>&#%&&';%"<+G'9H';"--4%'65'
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!"#$%&'I@)'NV'O'Z&4H',&4%"H#'92'(6';9<"1"9H<'92'C&"34'7@KO>&#%&&';%"<+G'9H';"--4%'@5 
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!"#$%&'IR)'NV'O'Z&4H',&4%"H#'92'(B';9<"1"9H<'92'*%"+,-&'7@KO>&#%&&';%"<+'9H';"--4%'I5'
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!"#$%&'I/)'NV'O'Z&4H',&4%"H#'92'(B';9<"1"9H<'92'*%"+,-&'7@KO>&#%&&';%"<+'9H';"--4%'R5'
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!"#$%&'IY)'NV'O'E%&3"<"9H'?<14H>4%>'$H3&%14"H1QA'92'C&"34'7@KO>&#%&&';%"<+<'9H';"--4%'6'4H>'@5'
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!"#$%&'@K)'NV'O'V33$%43Q'?FZ.[A'92'C&"34'7@KO>&#%&&';%"<+<'9H';"--4%'6'4H>'@5' 
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!"#$%&'@()'NV'O'E%&3"<"9H'?<14H>4%>'$H3&%14"H1QA'92'*%"+,-&'7@KO>&#%&&';%"<+<'9H';"--4%'I'4H>'R5'
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!"#$%&'@6)'NV'O'V33$%43Q'?FZ.[A'92'*%"+,-&'7@KO>&#%&&';%"<+<'9H';"--4%'I'4H>'R5''
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C.3 Vertical Angle 
 
 

*4,-&'7B)'UV'O'Z&4H'84-$&'92'1:&'(6'9%'(B';9<"1"9H<'92'1:&'7@KO>&#%&&';%"<+<5'

[m] 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Leica 2 100.01595 100.01561 100.01561 100.01441 100.01457 100.01488 100.01548 
Leica 6 99.97214 99.97460 99.97542 99.97394 99.97386 99.97295 99.97477 

Trimble 5 101.74223 101.74177 101.74041 101.74242 101.74339 101.74352 101.74250 
Trimble 7 101.03338 101.03399 101.03532 101.03439 101.03449 101.0347 101.03516 

 
[m] 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

Leica 2 100.01491 100.01511 100.01555 100.01589 100.01530 x x 
Leica 6 99.97385 99.97208 99.97509 99.97497 99.97587 x x 

Trimble 5 101.74389 101.74359 101.74188 101.74022 101.74031 101.74093 101.74335 
Trimble 7 101.03393 101.03536 101.03623 101.03527 101.03439 101.03395 101.03393 

 

"
*4,-&'7I)'UV'O'E%&3"<"9H'?<14H>4%>'$H3&%14"H1QA'92'1:&'(6'9%'(B';9<"1"9H<'92'1:&'7@KO>&#%&&';%"<+<5'

[m] 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Leica 2 0.00055 0.00430 0.00163 0.00121 0.00137 0.00415 0.00095 
Leica 6 0.00203 0.00789 0.00183 0.00339 0.00288 0.00835 0.00244 

Trimble 5 0.00065 0.00373 0.00144 0.00540 0.00141 0.00510 0.00108 
Trimble 7 0.00107 0.00347 0.00093 0.00432 0.00173 0.00377 0.00093 

 
[m] 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

Leica 2 0.00133 0.00097 0.00426 0.00102 0.00239 x x 
Leica 6 0.00411 0.00120 0.00908 0.00234 0.00415 x x 

Trimble 5 0.00561 0.00121 0.00677 0.00099 0.00763 0.00189 0.00187 
Trimble 7 0.00505 0.00174 0.00367 0.00176 0.00389 0.00088 0.00197 

 

"
*4,-&'7@)'UV'O'V33$%43Q'?FZ.[A'92'1:&'(6'9%'(B';9<"1"9H<'92'1:&'7@KO>&#%&&';%"<+<'?H91'%&-&84H1'W'1:&'=%9H#'

:&"#:1A5'

[m] 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Leica2 0.00768 0.00847 0.00750 0.00624 0.00643 0.00776 0.00726 
Leica6 0.00348 0.00942 0.00638 0.00572 0.00538 0.00902 0.00597 
Trim5 1.72459 1.72413 1.72277 1.72479 1.72575 1.72589 1.72486 
Trim7 1.02251 1.02312 1.02445 1.02353 1.02362 1.02386 1.02429 

 
[m] 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

Leica2 0.00676 0.00689 0.00840 0.00767 0.00740 x x 
Leica6 0.00610 0.00302 0.01067 0.00612 0.00774 x x 

Trimble5 1.72626 1.72596 1.72425 1.72258 1.72268 1.72329 1.72572 
Trimble7 1.02383 1.02306 1.02450 1.02536 1.02441 1.02352 1.02308 

 
 

 

 
'
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!"#$%&'@7)'UV'O'Z&4H'4H#-&'92'(6';9<"1"9H<'92'C&"34'7@KO>&#%&&';%"<+G'9H';"--4%'65'
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!"#$%&'@I)'UV'W'Z&4H'4H#-&'92'(B';9<"1"9H<'92'*%"+,-&'7@KO>&#%&&';%"<+G'9H';"--4%'I5'
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!"#$%&'@@)'UV'W'Z&4H'4H#-&'92'(B';9<"1"9H<'92'*%"+,-&'7@KO>&#%&&';%"<+G'9H';"--4%'R5'
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"
!"#$%&'@R)'UV'W'E%&3"<"9H'?<14H>4%>'$H3&%14"H1QA'29%'C&"34'7@KO>&#%&&';%"<+<5'

"
!"#$%&'@/)'UV'W'V33$%43Q'?FZ.[A'29%'C&"34'7@KO>&#%&&';%"<+<5'
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"
!"#$%&'@Y)'UV'W'E%&3"<"9H'?<14H>4%>'$H3&%14"H1QA'29%'*%"+,-&'7@KO>&#%&&';%"<+<5'

 

 

 

Accuracy graphs of VA measurements of Trimble 360-degree prisms are excluded since the height of 

the prisms was not considered during the calculations therefore they are not relevant.  
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Appendix D - Graphs and tables from Test D - Distance Dependancy Test 
 
 
 
 
 
 

F.1 Slope Distance 
 

*4,-&'7R)'.S'W'Z&4H'84-$&<'4H>'<14H>4%>'$H3&%14"H1"&<'41'6IG'IKG'RI'4H>'(KK'+'>"<14H3&5'

SD [m]  LL L C R RR 
Mean 26.50612 26.50627 26.50674 26.50657 26.50691 25 m dist 

u 0.00048 0.00049 0.00040 0.00057 0.000689842 
Mean 53.53364 53.53272 53.53260 53.53351 53.53403 50 m dist 

u 0.00046 0.00063 0.00045 0.00047 0.00046 
Mean 77.03746 77.03563 77.03626 77.03600 77.03691 75 m dist 

u 0.00046 0.00043 0.00052 0.00042 0.00087 
Mean 102.53490 102.53437 102.53446 102.53528 102.53580 100 m dist 

u 0.00076 0.00054 0.00058 0.00050 0.00045 
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"
!"#$%&'RK)'.S'O'0"%3$-4%';%"<+'41'6I'+'>"<14H3&5'Z&4H'84-$&'\]O'6'<14H>4%>'$H3&%14"H1"&<5'

"

"
!"#$%&'R()'.S'O'0"%3$-4%';%"<+'41'IK'+'>"<14H3&5'Z&4H'84-$&'\]O'6'<14H>4%>'$H3&%14"H1"&<5'

"



 ?"

'

!"#$%&'R6)'.S'O'0"%3$-4%';%"<+'41'RI'+'>"<14H3&5'Z&4H'84-$&'\]O'6'<14H>4%>'$H3&%14"H1"&<5'

"
!"#$%&'R7)'.S'O'0"%3$-4%';%"<+'41'(KK'+'>"<14H3&5'Z&4H'84-$&'\]O'6'<14H>4%>'$H3&%14"H1"&<5'



 <"

F.2 Horizontal Angle 
 

 

 

 
*4,-&'7/)'NV'W'Z&4H'84-$&<'4H>'<14H>4%>'$H3&%14"H1"&<'41'6IG'IKG'RI'4H>'(KK'+'>"<14H3&5'

HA [gon]  LL L C R RR 
Mean 189.28869 189.29982 189.30271 189.3067582 189.316147 25 m dist 

u 0.00016 0.00011 0.00017 0.00017 0.00029 
Mean 187.94342 187.94893 187.95068 187.95231 187.95730 50 m dist 

u 0.00020 0.00008 0.00011 0.00010 0.00010 
Mean 187.50426 187.50788 187.50904 187.51062 187.51362 75 m dist 

u 0.00009 0.00010 0.00036 0.00040 0.00015 
Mean 187.80377 187.80602 187.80715 187.80661 187.80988 100 m dist 

u 0.00048 0.00035 0.00008 0.00028 0.00018 
 

 
*4,-&'7Y)'S%"21'"H'NV'2%9+'CC'19'FF';9<"1"9H5'

Distance [m] Drift in HA from LL to RR [mgon] Sideway footprint [mm] 
26.51 27.5 11.4 
53.53 13.9 11.7 
77.04 9.4 11.3 

102.53 6.1 9.8 
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!"#$%&'RB)'NV'O'0"%3$-4%';%"<+'41'6I'+'>"<14H3&5'Z&4H'84-$&'\]O'6'<14H>4%>'$H3&%14"H1"&<5 

 

"
!"#$%&'RI)'NV'O'0"%3$-4%';%"<+'41'IK'+'>"<14H3&5'Z&4H'84-$&'\]O'6'<14H>4%>'$H3&%14"H1"&<5 



 A"

"
!"#$%&'R@)'NV'O'0"%3$-4%';%"<+'41'RI'+'>"<14H3&5'Z&4H'84-$&'\]O'6'<14H>4%>'$H3&%14"H1"&<5 

 
!"#$%&'RR)'NV'O'0"%3$-4%';%"<+'41'(KK'+'>"<14H3&5'Z&4H'84-$&'\]O'6'<14H>4%>'$H3&%14"H1"&<5 
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F.3 Vertical Angle 
 

 
*4,-&'BK)'UV'W'Z&4H'84-$&<'4H>'<14H>4%>'$H3&%14"H1"&<'41'6IG'IKG'RI'4H>'(KK'+'>"<14H3&5'

VA [gon]  LL L C R RR 
Mean 100.97927 100.97940 100.97943 100.97958 100.97951 25 m dist 
u 0.00013 0.00014 0.00017 0.00017 0.00015 
Mean 100.86949 100.86963 100.86972 100.86960 100.86950 50 m dist 
u 0.00012 0.00011 0.00017 0.00011 0.00012 
Mean 100.80246 100.80252 100.80248 100.80249 100.80247 75 m dist 
u 0.00011 0.00011 0.00012 0.00012 0.00013 
Mean 100.73641 100.73638 100.73644 100.73640 100.73638 100 m dist 
u 0.00010 0.00014 0.00011 0.00011 0.00014 
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!"#$%&'R/)'UV'O'0"%3$-4%';%"<+'41'6I'+'>"<14H3&5'Z&4H'84-$&'\]O'6'<14H>4%>'$H3&%14"H1"&<5'
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